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What if empathy could save us? From the top of Mount Kilimanjaro to the borders
of war-torn Syria, Belinda Bauman takes readers along her journey to empathy.
With cutting-edge neuroscience, biblical parables, and stories of brave women
from across the globe, she casts a vision for lives and communities transformed
by everyday Christians practicing empathy as a spiritual discipline.
Live every day with greater clarity, confidence and courage. Brave is a handbook
for being more courageous. Written for busy people on the go, its short, focused
chapters provide practical tools and empowering perspectives to help you build
your 'courage muscles' in your work, relationships and life. Drawing on her
background in business, psychology and coaching, author Margie Warrell will
guide you in moving past the fears, doubts and beliefs that keep you from making
the changes, and taking the chances, you need to enjoy the fulfillment and
success you desire. Courage is a habit. Practicing it daily, even in quiet small
ways, unlocks new possibilities, creates new opportunities, grows your influence
and enables you to meet your challenges with more resilience and selfassurance. So whether you're stuck in a rut, struggling in a relationship,
overwhelmed by your daily juggling act or uninspired about your future, Brave will
provide you with a regular dose of positive and practical inspiration to: Clarify
what 'success' truly means to you, and be more purposeful in your daily efforts to
achieve it Speak up with greater confidence, and be more assertive in dealing
with difficult people, getting what you want and changing what you don't Define
the person and leader you aspire to be, become more resilient under pressure,
decisive in uncertainty and adaptable to change Scrap the excuses (your age,
education, gender, busyness or children) that sabotage your future actions Dare
more boldly, passionately pursuing the goals that inspire you most, no matter
how daunting Courage begets courage. You build it every time you choose to
leave the safety of your comfort zone for the sake of something more important.
Day by day, brave action by brave action, you can Brave within you to create a
life rich in all that you seek. If you want to live your life more powerfully and
purposefully, this book will become your trusted companion.
Brave is Pixar's thirteenth feature film, but it marks two big firsts for the awardwinning animation studio. It's Pixar's first feature film driven by a female lead and
its first set in an ancient historical period. Against a backdrop of castles, forests,
and highlands, Brave follows the fiery Merida as she clashes with the duty of her
royal life and embarks on a journey through the rugged landscape of the dark
ages of Scotland. At once epic and intimate, the latest Pixar masterpiece weaves
a story of magic, danger, and adventure and the fierce bonds of family. Featuring
behind-the-scenes interviews with the film's many artists and filmmakers, The Art
of Brave showcases the gorgeous concept art that went into the making of this
movie, including color scripts, storyboards, character studies, environment art,
sculpts, and more. A Foreword by Brenda Chapman and Mark Andrews, the
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film's directors, and a preface by Chief Creative Officer John Lasseter shed light
on the creation of this landmark film.
Posy the penguin is scared of many things - snowstorms, loud noises, the dark but when her adventurous friend Percy is missing, Posy plucks up the courage to
overcome her fears and goes on an excursion to find him. After an intrepid
journey, Posy finds an injured Percy in a dark cave. She rescues him and brings
him home, realising in the end just how brave she can really be. This
heartwarming story about friendship, being brave and overcoming fears when it
really matters is sure to become a bedtime favourite.
When two brothers decide to prove how brave they are, everything
backfires--literally.
Critically acclaimed author of We Are the Ants—described as having “hints of
Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five” (School Library Journal)—opens up about what
led to an attempted suicide in his teens, and his path back from the experience.
“I wasn’t depressed because I was gay. I was depressed and gay.” Shaun
David Hutchinson was nineteen. Confused. Struggling to find the vocabulary to
understand and accept who he was and how he fit into a community in which he
couldn’t see himself. The voice of depression told him that he would never be
loved or wanted, while powerful and hurtful messages from society told him that
being gay meant love and happiness weren’t for him. A million moments large
and small over the years all came together to convince Shaun that he couldn’t
keep going, that he had no future. And so he followed through on trying to make
that a reality. Thankfully Shaun survived, and over time, came to embrace how
grateful he is and how to find self-acceptance. In this courageous and deeply
honest memoir, Shaun takes readers through the journey of what brought him to
the edge, and what has helped him truly believe that it does get better.
“For God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and self-control.” (2
Timothy 1:7 ESV) God has made us brave, not fearful beings. In a forty-day
devotional format, author and blogger Kelly Johnson invites you to consider a
new way of thinking about what it means to be brave and challenges you to seek
a greater intimacy with God and the people God has placed in your life. Through
Scripture, stories, prayers, and thought-provoking questions, you will recognize
the seeds of divinely inspired bravery and learn the strength found in community.
Using letters of the word brave as a guide, Being Brave highlights what God’s
Word has to say about the characteristics of bravery: Bold, Resilient, Authentic,
Vulnerable, and Engaged and Empowered by the Spirit. Banish the fear that
holds you back. You are a brave soldier!
The Feel Brave Teaching Guide is the perfect companion to the Feel Brave
series of books, which is designed to help 4- to 7-year-olds explore emotional
intelligence, positive psychology and some of the challenging feelings which they
might experience in everyday life in an engaging, creative and non-threatening
way. The books help children deal with anxiety, confidence issues, bullying,
fears, change, loss and grief. These little stories about big feelings will help
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children develop the resilience they need to cope effectively with these important
issues as they grow up. The teaching guide is split into five sections, covering the
themes addressed in the individual books and provides activities and guidance
on how to explore these issues in the classroom. Activities include guided
visualisations, physical exercises, drama games, mindfulness exercises, craft
activities and card games. The teaching guide includes the text from the five
books meaning they can be read aloud in class. The illustrations from them are
available as free downloads so that they can be projected onto a screen or
whiteboard.
The Brave Little Bottle follows the journey of a little bottle. But this bottle was no ordinary
bottle. This bottle was a messenger bottle. And he was carrying a very important message.
This little bottle had to face the wide-open ocean alone. Or so he thought. He had to face
sharks alone. Or so he thought. He had to face the storms of life alone. Or so he thought. And
very much like us, we always think that we are alone. However, we are never alone. Not
Totally. Come and read the story of The Brave Little Bottle and learn the lessons that he
learned. He was never alone and thought he couldn't see it, he was a very special little bottle,
with a very special message to deliver.
Bárbara Palacios, Miss Universe 1986, Miss Venezuela, and hailed by People en Español as
one of the 25 most powerful and influential women of 2014, author and international speaker,
opens her heart and shares memories and personal stories from her globe-trotting career as a
public figure. Women want to know how to be a good mom, a good friend, a good wife, an
excellent professional, and a woman of faith. The author fields questions about these roles all
the time. Palacios uses each story as a stepping stone to teach about these topics. She also
speaks to women about taboo subjects like domestic violence, facing failure, defending
children from abortion, female leadership, and faith in God. The author chose the title of her
book to tell women that they can and should dare to be brave and daring to defend values,
principles, ethics, and virtues, and to unleash the potential of their talents. She also chose the
title as a way of telling her reader, "Dare to discover who you are and be that woman,
according to God's original design for you." Palacios wraps up the book by sharing the
practices that have made her the woman she is, practices she hopes will help others. She
addresses health, internal beauty, faith, and the leadership of entrepreneurial women. She
closes the book by telling the story of founding her own organization, called Ser Mujer Líder y
Emprendedora Está de Moda [Being a Female Entrepreneurial Leader Is in Vogue], and
describing the conferences they have held since 2016 and that she hopes to take around the
world soon. In this book, the author seeks to help women leave the past behind and focus on
leaving their mark.
An empowering picture book for all kids that demonstrates to children that they can be real-life
superheroes and that all kids have what it takes to be brave. Superheroes seek adventure,
never give up, and stay calm when others are afraid. Superheroes are brave. But they aren't
the only ones. Kids are brave every day. When they are told they are too little, but accomplish
something big. When they check for monsters under the bed, just in case. When they face
something uncertain, whether a thunderstorm or a hospital visit. When they stand up for what's
right, even when it means facing consequences. Like superheroes, brave kids can save the
world, just by being brave. Thoughtful text from Stacy McAnulty paired with vibrant illustrations
from Joanne Lew-Vriethoff encourage kids to be brave in all the ways they can: trying new
things, speaking their mind, confronting bullies, and more. This book will inspire kids to follow
their hearts and to have courage, no matter the situation.
An illustrated celebration of Gen Z activists fighting to make our world a better place. Gen Z is
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populated—and defined—by activists. They are bold and original thinkers and not afraid to stand
up to authority and conventional wisdom. From the March for Our Lives to the fight for human
rights and climate change awareness, this generation is leading the way toward truth and hope
like no generation before. Generation Brave showcases Gen Z activists who are fighting for
change on many fronts: climate change, LGBTQ rights, awareness and treatment of mental
illness, gun control, gender equality, and corruption in business and government at the highest
levels. Illustrated throughout, this book will offer a celebration of what might be the most
influential generation of the century, including profiles of figures such as: Simone Biles Jaden
Smith Jazz Jennings Haile Thomas Yara Shahidi Nadya Okamoto Marley Dias Helena
Gualinga Fionn Ferreira . . . and other amazing kids who are using their voices for good.
Brave50 Everyday Acts of Courage to Thrive in Work, Love and LifeJohn Wiley & Sons
Inspired by her popular TED Talk, the founder and CEO of Girls Who Code urges women to
embrace imperfection and live a bolder, more authentic life.
THE STORY: Again, as in Picnic , the setting is a small town in Kansas, and while the
characters are essentially the same as in the earlier play, there are subtleties and differences
which give SUMMER BRAVE a distinctive and unique quality of
21 riveting stories from the battlefield about how India’s highest military honour was won The
Brave takes you to the hearts and minds of India’s bravest soldiers, all of whom won the
Param Vir Chakra, India’s greatest military honour. With access to the Army, families and
comrades-in-arms of the soldiers, Rachna Bisht Rawat paints the most vivid portrait of these
men and their extraordinary deeds. How hard is it to fight at 20,000 feet in sub-zero
temperatures? Why did Captain Vikram Batra say ‘Yeh dil maange more’? How do wives and
girlfriends of soldiers who don’t return cope? What happens when the enemy is someone that
you have trained? How did the Charlie Company push back the marauding Chinese? How did
a villager from Uttar Pradesh become a specialist in destroying tanks? Both gripping and
inspiring, The Brave is the ultimate book on the Param Vir Chakra.

The Brave Athlete solves the 13 most common mental conundrums athletes face in
their everyday training and in races. You don’t have one brain—you have three; your
ancient Chimp brain that keeps you alive, your modern Professor brain that navigates
the civilized world, and your Computer brain that accesses your memories and runs
your habits (good and bad). They fight for control all the time and that’s when bad
things happen; you get crazy nervous before a race, you choke under pressure, you
quit when the going gets tough, you make dumb mistakes, you worry about how you
look. What if you could stop the thoughts and feelings you don’t want? What if you
could feel confident, suffer like a hero, and handle any stress? You can. The Brave
Athlete from Dr. Simon Marshall and Lesley Paterson will help you take control of your
brain so you can train harder, race faster, and better enjoy your sport. Dr. Marshall is a
sport psychology expert who trains the brains of elite professional athletes. Paterson is
a three-time world champion triathlete and coach. Together, they offer this innovative,
brain training guide that is the first to draw from both clinical science and real-world
experience with athletes. That means you won’t find outdated “positive self-talk” or
visualization gimmicks here. No, the set of cutting-edge mental skills revealed in The
Brave Athlete actually work because they challenge the source of the thoughts and
feelings you don’t want. The Brave Athlete is packed with practical, evidence-based
solutions to the most common mental challenges athletes face. Which of these sound
like you? · Why do I have thoughts and feelings I don’t want? · I wish I felt more like an
athlete. · I don’t think I can. · I don’t achieve my goals. · Other athletes seem tougher,
happier, and more badass than me. · I feel fat. · I don’t cope well with injury. · People
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are worried about how much I exercise. · I don’t like leaving my comfort zone. · When
the going gets tough, the tough leave me behind. · I need to harden the f*ck up. · I keep
screwing up. · I don’t handle pressure well. With The Brave Athlete: Calm the F*ck
Down and Rise to the Occasion, you can solve these problems to become mentally
strong and make your brain your most powerful asset.
What would you do today if you were being brave? Courage begets courage. It's a
habit. Doing something brave everyday - no matter how small - unlocks new
possibilities, opportunities and pathways to thrive in your work, relationships and life.
Drawing on her background in business, psychology and coaching, best-selling author
Margie Warrell guides you past the fears that keep you from making the changes to
create your ideal life. In today's uncertain times, fear can unconsciously direct our lives.
Start small, dare big, and begin today to live with greater purpose, courage and
success. Originally published in 2015 as Brave, this book has been reviewed and
redesigned to become part of the Wiley Be Your Best series - aimed at helping readers
acheive professional and personal success.
Since its original publication in 1949, Irving A. Leonard's pioneering Books of the Brave
has endured as the classic account of the introduction of literary culture to Spain's New
World. Leonard's study documents the works of fiction that accompanied and followed
the conquistadores to the Americas and goes on to argue that popular texts influenced
these men and shaped the way they thought and wrote about their New World
experiences. For the first time in English, this edition combines Leonard's text with a
selection of the documents that were his most valuable sources--nine lists of books
destined for the Indies. Containing a wealth of information that is sure to spark future
study, these lists provide the documentary evidence for what is perhaps Leonard's
greatest contribution: his demonstration that royal and inquisitorial prohibitions failed to
control the circulation of books and ideas in colonial Spanish America. Rolena Adorno's
introduction signals the lasting value of Books of the Brave and brings the reader up to
date on developments in cultural-historical studies that have shed light on the role of
books in Spanish American colonial culture. Adorno situates Leonard's work at the
threshold between older, triumphalist views of Spanish conquest history and more
recent perspectives engendered by studies of native American peoples. With its rich
descriptions of the book trade in both Spain and America, Books of the Brave has much
to offer historians as well as literary critics. Indeed, it is a highly readable and engaging
book for anyone interested in the cultural life of the New World. Since its original
publication in 1949, Irving A. Leonard's pioneering Books of the Brave has endured as
the classic account of the introduction of literary culture to Spain's New World.
Leonard's study documents the works of fiction that accompanied and followed the
conquistadores to the Americas and goes on to argue that popular texts influenced
these men and shaped the way they thought and wrote about their New World
experiences. For the first time in English, this edition combines Leonard's text with a
selection of the documents that were his most valuable sources--nine lists of books
destined for the Indies. Containing a wealth of information that is sure to spark future
study, these lists provide the documentary evidence for what is perhaps Leonard's
greatest contribution: his demonstration that royal and inquisitorial prohibitions failed to
control the circulation of books and ideas in colonial Spanish America. Rolena Adorno's
introduction signals the lasting value of Books of the Brave and brings the reader up to
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date on developments in cultural-historical studies that have shed light on the role of
books in Spanish American colonial culture. Adorno situates Leonard's work at the
threshold between older, triumphalist views of Spanish conquest history and more
recent perspectives engendered by studies of native American peoples. With its rich
descriptions of the book trade in both Spain and America, Books of the Brave has much
to offer historians as well as literary critics. Indeed, it is a highly readable and engaging
book for anyone interested in the cultural life of the New World.
Brave Leader, Big Heart invites young readers to meet this new saint, John Henry
Newman. Far from being a distant academic, he was a happy child, a thoughtful young
man, a warm friend, and an affectionate brother. With his pen, he helped start a
movement that would change lives. As a Catholic priest, his courage and warmth led
many to seek his guidance. His heart can still speak to hearts today. Grades 4-6
"Almost-eight-year-old" Ruby Lu spends time with her baby brother, goes to Chinese
school, performs magic tricks and learns to drive, and has adventures with both old and
new friends.
Perfect for fans of Rain Reign, this middle-grade novel The Brave is about a boy with
an OCD issue and his move to a reservation to live with his biological mother. Collin
can't help himself—he has a unique condition that finds him counting every letter spoken
to him. It's a quirk that makes him a prime target for bullies, and a continual frustration
to the adults around him, including his father. When Collin asked to leave yet another
school, his dad decides to send him to live in Minnesota with the mother he's never
met. She is Ojibwe, and lives on a reservation. Collin arrives in Duluth with his loyal
dog, Seven, and quickly finds his mom and his new home to be warm, welcoming, and
accepting of his condition. Collin’s quirk is matched by that of his neighbor, Orenda, a
girl who lives mostly in her treehouse and believes she is turning into a butterfly. With
Orenda’s help, Collin works hard to overcome his challenges. His real test comes
when he must step up for his new friend and trust his new family.
As the War for Independence wore on into the 1780s, unrest ruled the Carolinas.
Settlers who had cleared the land after the Cherokees withdrew were being mustered
for battle as British forces pillaged their hard-won farms. Robert Morgan's stunning
novel tells a story of two people caught in the chaos raging in the wilderness. After
sixteen-year-old Josie Summers murders her abusive stepfather, she runs away from
home disguised as a boy. Lost in the woods, she accepts a young preacher's invitation
to assist in his itinerant ministry. Eventually her identity is revealed and affection grows
between the two. But when the preacher is kidnapped by British soldiers, Josie
disguises herself once again and joins the militia in a desperate attempt to find him.
Brave Enemies is a page-turning story of people brought together by chance and torn
apart by war—a story of enduring love and of the struggle to build a homeland.
For the Brave Sudoku is a collection of Sudoku games that will benefit the Wounded
Warrior Project. It's fun, and perfect for the number-averse: players use the letters that
make up FORTHEBRAVE instead of numerals as they fill in the grid. It's Sudoku with a
twista great gift, a great companion for a long trip, and a great way to support a worthy
cause. There are 102 puzzles that range from easy to difficult, and information on the
Wounded Warrior initiative is included.For the Brave Sudoku is a product of Brandoku,
a company founded by entrepreneur Cal Rogers that creates specialized Sudoku
games for various institutions and causes, including the Susan G. Komen For the Cure.
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This exciting collaboration with the New York Times will reveal the untold stories of the
diverse heroines who fought for the 19th amendment. On the 100th anniversary of the
historic win for women's rights, it's time to celebrate the names and stories of the
women whose courage helped change the fabric of America.
From the star of USA reality show The Radkes and creator of the viral "Red Ribbon
Week" video, this is a hilarious and inspiring story of finding self-confidence in a world
of naysayers. My name is Melissa Radke, and there is a very real chance you have no
idea who I am or why I wrote a book. But admit it, you're curious! Even though millions
of people seem to like watching my videos and The Radkes TV show bemoaning the
trials of parenting, marriage, French braiding, faith, and living life as an anti-aging
female, you may still be wondering who let me write a book. I mean, books are written
by people who say things like, "I was having a root canal and I literally died in the chair.
I saw heaven. Also, when I came back to earth I could speak Mandarin." Yeah, that
didn't happen to me. I wrote this book because when I turned 41 I made the decision to
live brave, bolder, and freer. I thought our lives were supposed to change when we
turned 40. But mine changed when I turned 41 and I set out to prove that it wasn't too
late for me. And maybe, just maybe, reading about my journey to find my sense of selfworth will help you rightfully believe in yours. This book is about how all the years of my
life led up to the one that changed it. So, cut a big slice and raise a fork...Here's to
bravery. Here's to courage. Here's to cake. (And not the crappy kind, like carrot.)
Books for All Kinds of Readers. ReadHowYouWant offers the widest selection of ondemand, accessible format editions on the market today. Each edition has been
optimized for maximum readability, using our patent-pending conversion technology.
We are partnering with leading publishers around the globe to create accessible
editions of their titles. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released
with publishers new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want
to read - today. To find more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
Sheila Rae, the Brave is a warm, humorous, and loving story of sibling sympathy and
support. Just because Sheila Rae is older, she doesn't always know better! This classic
picture book about overcoming fear is written and illustrated by Kevin Henkes, the
nationally bestselling and celebrated creator of Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse, Owen, and
Kitten's First Full Moon. "I am very brave," Sheila Rae said, patting herself on the back.
She wasn't afraid of anything—not thunder, not lightning, not the big black dog at the
end of the block. And when she wanted to walk home a new way and Louise wouldn't,
she called her sister a scaredy-cat and set out alone. But all the bravado in the world
failed to help when Sheila Rae found herself lost. Luckily, her sister was not far behind.
"Children will love it."—School Library Journal
Women today feel pressure to be the best wife, mom, and professional possible--often
at the expense of their own identity. But what if you could experience deep
peace--knowing you are loved right now, just as you are? In Brave Love, the founder of
the multi-million dollar company Lisa Leonard Designs inspires women to find
themselves again amidst the noise and competing demands of real life. Brave Love is
about what it means to be human, how it feels to be broken and afraid, and what
happens when we dare to love deeply. Join Lisa on a journey where you will discover
you are worthy and lovable just as you are. You don't have to try harder or be better.
You don't have to prove yourself and you don't have to make others okay. In this
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freedom you will find more peace and more joy. Most importantly, you will learn that as
you stop trying to be everything to everyone, you will love others better. Lisa Leonard
shares her story of finding truth and wholeness in the midst of life's competing
demands. When she said her marriage vows, she was determined to be the best wife
she could be. When her first son was born with a severe disability, Lisa promised
herself she would always be the mother he needed. When she began her jewelry
business, Lisa committed to giving it her all. Over the years, the exhaustion of trying to
be the perfect wife, mother, and businesswoman took its toll. Lisa knew it wasn't
working. She wanted to change things, but how? Everyone depended on her. So she
kept going, kept pushing, kept trying to prove she could do it all. Until one evening, in
tears and desperation, Lisa realized that she could no longer be everything to
everyone. Somewhere along the way, she had lost herself. In Brave Love, Lisa shares
her story of losing--and finding--her own voice in the clamor of family, career, and
internal pressure to prove herself.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the greatest tricks that the patriarchy plays
on women is to deliberately destabilize them, then use their instability as a reason to
disbelieve them. Much of BRAVE reads like the diary of a woman driven half-mad by
abusive men who assume no one will listen to her. In this case, the truth was
finally—and, for McGowan, triumphantly—exposed...” —The New York Times Book
Review "BRAVE works beautifully as a manifesto. It’s a call to arms—not just against
the specific men who mistreated McGowan and the men and women who enabled that
mistreatment, but against an industry."—The Boston Globe A revealing memoir and
empowering manifesto – A voice for generations Rose McGowan was born in one cult
and came of age in another, more visible cult: Hollywood. In a strange world where she
was continually on display, stardom soon became a personal nightmare of constant
exposure and sexualization. Rose escaped into the world of her mind, something she
had done as a child, and into high-profile relationships. Every detail of her personal life
became public, and the realities of an inherently sexist industry emerged with every
script, role, public appearance, and magazine cover. The Hollywood machine packaged
her as a sexualized bombshell, hijacking her image and identity and marketing them for
profit. Hollywood expected Rose to be silent and cooperative and to stay the path.
Instead, she rebelled and asserted her true identity and voice. She reemerged
unscripted, courageous, victorious, angry, smart, fierce, unapologetic, controversial,
and real as f*ck. BRAVE is her raw, honest, and poignant memoir/manifesto—a no-holdsbarred, pull-no-punches account of the rise of a millennial icon, fearless activist, and
unstoppable force for change who is determined to expose the truth about the
entertainment industry, dismantle the concept of fame, shine a light on a multibilliondollar business built on systemic misogyny, and empower people everywhere to wake
up and be BRAVE. "My life, as you will read, has taken me from one cult to another.
BRAVE is the story of how I fought my way out of these cults and reclaimed my life. I
want to help you do the same." -Rose McGowan
The instant New York Times bestseller from Chris Cleave—the unforgettable novel
about three lives entangled during World War II, told “with dazzling prose, sharp
English wit, and compassion…a powerful portrait of war’s effects on those who fight and
those left behind” (People, Book of the Week). London, 1939. The day war is declared,
Mary North leaves finishing school unfinished, goes straight to the War Office, and
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signs up. Tom Shaw decides to ignore the war—until he learns his roommate Alistair
Heath has unexpectedly enlisted. Then the conflict can no longer be avoided. Young,
bright, and brave, Mary is certain she’d be a marvelous spy. When she
is—bewilderingly—made a teacher, she finds herself defying prejudice to protect the
children her country would rather forget. Tom, meanwhile, finds that he will do anything
for Mary. And when Mary and Alistair meet, it is love, as well as war, that will test them
in ways they could not have imagined, entangling three lives in violence and passion,
friendship, and deception, inexorably shaping their hopes and dreams. The three are
drawn into a tragic love triangle and—as war escalates and bombs begin falling—further
into a grim world of survival and desperation. Set in London during the years of
1939–1942, when citizens had slim hope of survival, much less victory; and on the
strategic island of Malta, which was daily devastated by the Axis barrage, Everyone
Brave is Forgiven features little-known history and a perfect wartime love story inspired
by the real-life love letters between Chris Cleave’s grandparents. This dazzling novel
dares us to understand that, against the great theater of world events, it is the intimate
losses, the small battles, the daily human triumphs that change us most.
Find the courage to be who you are—not who you wish you were. Is fear holding you
back from becoming your best self? Does it add stress to your day and keep you up at
night? What could be different if you let go and started living brave today? Bravery
doesn't have to mean cliff diving out of your comfort zone. Life is about being
braveenough—for yourself, for God, for your tasks, and for your calling—right where He's
placed you. A brave-enough life is one lived fully and confidently, with your shoulders
relaxed and free from the weight of responsibility and the burden of trying too hard.
Nicole Unice, author of She's Got Issues, wants that life to become a reality for you.
She challenges you to get real about where you are right now—the places where you
feel too scared to change, too tired to endure, or too worried to let go. Through personal
stories and practical application, Nicole will lead you on a journey to harness all of your
misspent doubts, concerns, and fears—and discover what God is saying about who you
can be. Don't miss the companionBrave Enough DVD Group Experience (UPC
031809201381)!
ARE YOU READY TO TAP INTO GOD'S POWER FOR A COURAGEOUS,
CONFIDENT AND BRAVE LIFE? In today's changing world where terror, phobias and
high anxiety want to keep us paralyzed, God has a better plan. He wants to empower
us to live a fearless life! In Brave, we'll study God's Word to see how being free from
the fear of death allows us to really live. We'll learn how living a life to please God,
rather than living under the fear of man gives us the liberty to be the people God has
called us to be. We'll understand why and how we can trust the Lord when the fears of
danger and change try to hinder us from moving forward. God wants us to live a life full
of peace and love, courage and faith and in Brave, you will learn how to experience
these things in practical ways. Chapter Titles: Fear of Death Fear of Danger Fear
Factors: Peace and Love Fear of Man Fear of Change
In this book, readers discover careers that require the worker to be brave and often to
help others, such as firefighters and police officers.
Harness your inner stength, confidence and stability with the essential guide from
renowned hypnotherapist, host of The Calmer You podcast and bestselling author of
The Anxiety Solution It's time to be the happiest, most confident and content version of
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yourself . . . 'The only way to improve our confidence - in any area of life - is by pushing
through our comfort zone . . . This straightforward guide will show you how' Evening
Standard, Books to Read for Better Mental Health ___________ Confidence is not
something we either have or don't have - it can be built, and this straightforward guide
will show you how. Renowned clinical hypnotherapist and anxiety expert Chloe
Brotheridge has helped hundreds of clients with anxiety and low self-confidence, and in
this book will use her own stories, scientific research, and the experiences of other
women to show you how to: · Feel more confident · Spend less time worrying and
people-pleasing · Build self-belief · Reach your full potential · Assertively set boundaries
for a happier, healthier you Brave New Girl reveals how everyone can follow their path
to confidence. 'A straightforward guide . . . she uses her own stories, scientific research
and the experiences of other women to show her readers how to feel more confident'
Stylist As seen in The Guardian, Mirror and Daily Express Praise for The Anxiety
Solution: 'Remarkable, pioneering, could change your life' Daily Mail
The ""First War of Indian Independence' or the Mutiny' was a turning point in the history
of both India and Britain. Indians and Britons had their own perspectives on the events.
A heroic struggle against the British or the conspiracy of disloyal natives? These novels
from the 19th and early 20th century England capture the anger, anxiety and anguish of
the crucial years, 1857- 1858, when the Raj trembled in the face of the advancing
sepoys, as the authors sought to understand the 'uprising' and their own roles in the
making native dissent.
Born August 14, 1949 to Benjamin and Louise McKenzie. She is the third of f ive
siblings. She has worked as a practical nurse for more than 37 years in the Miami area.
She has been as inspiration to many around her and in the community. She is a
dedicated Christian and desires one day to open a facility for homeless girls and boys
and unwed mothers. Mrs. Harris believes this is just the beginning of how God will use
her as an instrument to do extraordinary measures for the ordinary, to bring out the gifts
and talents they possess. Known as Mrs. Harris to some and Grandma to many, says
thank you for reading her book and be encouraged in f inding your destiny. Its never
about how old or young you are, its not about the way you look or even your education.
Its about a desire and reaching to the sky, going the distance for your destiny. Rosanna
McKenzie Harris
An exciting new brand and storybook to help girls grow into brave, confident daughters
of the King. Young girls will grow in their knowledge of the Bible and in their faith by
getting to know our Brave Girls—Hope, Gracie, Glory, Faith, and Honor—five modern-day
friends who relate to today’s readers! The girls are each very different, but they all love
Jesus and love each other. They share their strengths and struggles and how they
discover bravery in women in the Bible. In this full-color, illustrated Bible storybook, the
Brave Girls help readers learn important lessons from more than thirty women in the
Bible, including Eve, Sarah, Rahab, Esther, Mary, and Lydia. Through their lives,
readers will learn such valuable truths as: God loves me even when I mess up. God
has a plan for me. My faith is important to me. I can share my faith. Your brave girl will
love this exciting new brand that meets the marketplace’s need for stories about real
girls who are living out their faith. Written by Jennifer Gerelds and illustrated by
renowned artists Olga and Aleksey Ivanov, Brave Girls Bible Stories will soon be joined
by two 30-day devotionals—Faithful Friends and Better than Perfect—as well as the
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